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Overview

Welcome to the Teaching Responsible Computing Playbook, a collaboration of an inaugural 32 authors and contributors across disciplines and computing programs. Each topic area is portrayed with a lens on Responsible Computing. (Please see the User Guide section for suggestions on navigating the playbook.)

The ultimate goal of Teaching Responsible Computing is to educate a new wave of students who bring holistic thinking to the design of technology products. To do this, it is critical for departments to work together across computing, humanistic studies, and more, and collaborate across institutions.

This Playbook offers the lessons learned from the process of adapting and enhancing curricula to include responsible computing in a broad set of institutions and help others get started doing the same in their curricula.

The original inputs for the playbook came from the Responsible Computer Science Challenge, where colleges and universities conceptualized, developed, and piloted undergraduate computing curricula that integrate ethics and responsibility. The Challenge uncredited and unspotted innovative coursework